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III tile Name oj Alia", Most Gracious, Most MerciJul 

.. 

Towards a sound forecasting of the cultural 

future of the Islamic World 

1. Science as part of culture 

In 1979, Europe and the Wesl were shaken by an extremely violent and harshly 
worded Japanese challenge expressed by Konosuke Matsu Shita, president of the 
Japanese industrial electricity board and one of the prominent figures in Japanese 
economy. 

He said in substance that Japan would undoubtedly succeed and the industrialized 
West would certainly fail for it carried the seeds of its own failure. He added that 
Western institutions had remained committed to Taylor's views and the danger lies in 
that their minds have also remained confined to Taylor's dogma! He added that for 
Westerners, ideal management consisted in distinguishing between the tasks of 
thinkers and those of workers, and that management was the art of conveying the 

ideas of the leaders to executive staff and workers. 

He went 011 to add that the Japanese, for their part, had rcjected Taylor's dogma 
and apprised themselves of the cltallcnges of the future, atlaching great importance to 
developing the intelligence of all workers. Hc added that the Japancse sought to 
promote the intelligence of all the membcrs of society and continue the dialogue 
among all active clements so that thcy lllay work within a family spirit. Management 
thus consisted in mobilizing the intelligence of all in a project that will benefit all.(l) 

There have been COlllltleSS reports, speeches and addresses which refcrrcd to this 
challenge. Many a book sought to stimulate European ambitions in order to give 
Europe a distillct position in the civilization:!1 process. 

We do not mean to praisc Japan, for the Japancse developmental model is not 
applicable elsewhere. Rather, we mean to give an example of a country whieh is 
cager to keep up with progrcss through competition, inventivcness and creativity in 

all fields. Europe did take up the challengc; it confronted it with thc necessary 
preparations and forecasting and concluded that the solution resided in culturc, that 

 



basic fabric which is instrumental for scientific research and development, the two 
pillars of eultural progress. 

Europe realiz.ed the role of culture and education in the Japanese civilizational 
strueture. It thus embarked on the impicmentation of scientific and technological 
programmes in the cultural and scientific fields, such as COST, EUREKA, REL 

" (laboratories programme), ESF (European Science roundation) programmes and 
FAST programme 011 forecasting the future of science and technology.(2) 

These and similar programllles throughout the industrialized West raised the 
question of whether science was part of culture(3); a fact that opened the way to 
forecasting the future of science and technology and the future of culture in general. 
It was realized that culture could not have a sound future without investigation of the 
future of science and its technological applications. Scientists became more vocal 
during the last decade in rebuking those attempting to separate science from culture 
and in condemning any research or project which was 110t based on the premise that 
science was an active part of culture. 

llya Prigorine, Nobel Prize winner and author of many scientific studies and 
research workds was one of them. In his book The New Alliance(4), he indicated that 
it has become urgent for science to consider itself an integral part of the culture within 
which it has developed. He goes on to say that science will bccome universal when it • 
ceases to deny the interests of society and stops considering itself alien to it. Only 
then will it be able to interact with people and respect peoples from diverse cultures. 

Rene Mahcu, fonner Dircctor General of UNESCO, who had Dr. AI-Mandjra as 
deputy director for many ycars, was mislinderstood by the UN beaurocracy. 
According to Dr. AI-Mandjra, had he been understood, we would have gained years 
of effort and saved millions of dollars through simply abandoning the illusion of the 
possibility of the transfer of technology'. Maheu was the first to use the concept of 
endogenous development within a social and cultural context, particularly with 
respect to, science(5). Maheu provides a precise definition of development as he 
considers that developnlellt is scicnce transferred into culture. 

Dr. AI-Mandjra himself says that science may not be transferred as it is the 

product of a cultural paltern. Cultural values determine scientific thought, creativity 

and inventiveness. Hence, it is not possible to buy or transfer output without cultural 

input which makes it possible to understand, assimilate and enhance the value of what 

has been transferred. Otherwise YOll are simply purchasing gadgels.(6) 
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In this introduction, I stressed 011 the close relation between science and culture 
and the innuence of each one of them on the other's present and future in order to 

indicate that any forecasting of the future of culture may not be carried out clearly and 
scientifically unless it is accol11panied by forecasting the future of science and " 
technology through applying scicnce to the industrial, cconomic and social reality of 
society. 

" 

2. What strategy and what forecast? 

At the end of 1978, the [trench ministry of culture carried out a study through the 

International Futuriblcs Society on forecasting the future of cultural dcvelopment. 

The studies and discussions on the qucstion "Which culture in the future?" led to the 
conclusion that there were two strategies of cuIture(7): 

Strategy of resignation: 

This is a strategy in which the masses progressively forego any competition with 

the elite in the face of continuous changes within socicty and give up all attempts to 

control change. This strategy is likely to increase tension in the status quo and 

enhance the ceillralization of authority and administration in the hands of the elite. It 
drowns society under a flood of problems resulting from the negative and untreated 

effects of change. It confines decision making and the dctcrmination of allernatives in 

thc hands of an isolated group of actors and decision l1lakel~s. 

Strategy of mobilization 

Under this strategy all conscious minds in society arc mobilized in order to attain a 

qualitativc civilizaLionallevel. It aims at the actual participation of the individual in 
shaping his life, caring for his cnvironment and society, contributing to self 

promotion and bearing positively 011 the development.and reform of his society, thus 

making of the changes in society a nalllrai process aimed at developing society 

instead of being a sort' of frenzy which curbs and paralyzes society's potentialities. 

This slrategy allows for the cIcvelopl11clll or a kind of culture which makes it possible 

to move on from a society wilh a passive majority to a society with ,ill active majority 

which states its problems, discllsses them and participatcs in formulating reform 

programmes. Such a strategy permits a transtioll from reckless authority to conscious 
authority. 
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This study was selected in view of its accurate and diverse forecasting pcrspecLive. 
Any serious study for the elaboration of a cultural strategy in a society or nation 
requires for its implementation alld adequacy, the existence of a democratie climate 
which crystallizes and activates the ideas and conceptions included in-- and 
recommendcd by-- that strategy. 

Many cultural directorates in the Islamic World remained cOllll11iLeed to the first 
strategy, namely the strategy of-resignation. However, it has become necessary for 
all culLura! institutions and direclorates in the Islamic World to resort to the second 
mood, the strategy of mobilization. 

It is clear that the second modcl stimulates and indllces potentials Lo move from a 
state of ambiguity, negative consumerism and rigidity of thought and creativity to a 
state of mobilization, collective inventivcness and participation in the process of 
change by all actors in social life in a way that would make it possible to develop 
society's structures in order to preserve its quality, strengthen its identity and 

relations and promote and develop its thought. 

Such a strategy requires three clements: 


democracy in fonnulation and implementation; 

- decentralization of opcrations; 

- diversity of fields. 


As such, this strategy may not be formulated by a ccntralized body or a specifically 
appointed agency to the exclusioll of the various otlier sectors, including the private 
sector, associations and institu tions. Alongside freedom and democracy, creativity 
requires diversity and multiplicity. Culture is creativity, reproduction and continuous 

giving through discovery and inventiveness; otherwise, there is no hope for 

continuity. It is one of God's laws thal th,cre is no mercy for those who lag behind in 
matters of creativity and inventiveness. Almighty Allah never promised prosperity to 
an idle man. The idle and backward are crushed in the struggle for survival, their 
identity is lost and Lheir ,knowledge eroded through ensuing cullUral homogeneity. 

No wonder then that many cultural institutions and directorates in the Islamic 
World should be paralyzed whenever they are beset by crises. Similarly, it is hardly 

a surprise that similar insLitutions and directorates in industrialized countries arc 

thriving. In Islamic counLries cullllre is financed mostly from public funds and 

consequenLly the authority in power has the final word in both planning and 
implcmcntation in the cultural field. In industrialized eountries, 011 the other hand, 
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over 50% of financial and human resources (54% in France) come from the private 
sector; culture is thus characterized by diversity and multiplicity, and hence creativity 
and productivily. 

This strategy has general as well as specific objcetives. It has its own specificities 
and is confronted with obstacles which it mllst overcome so that it may shape or 
contribute to shaping the desired future of the Muslim Ummah. 

lLs general objectives consist in building the Islamic identity of the individual and 
society, reforming intellectual methods, developing the cultural pattern and achieving 
Islamic authenticity. This necessitates an assimilation of modernity as well as 
inspiration from ·seientific and technological innovalions in order to enable the 
Ummah to assert its eivilizational preeminence and regain its previous position as the 
best of nations evolved for mankind, enjoining what is right and forbidding what is 
wrong. 

In order to achieve these objeclives, prospcetive science implies first the study of 
future hypotheses required for the achievement of those objectives; then the method 
of achievement is analytically retraced until we reach the present. 111is requires first 
the analysis of the current cultural situation followed by analysis of cultural progress 
in the ncar future wld then deleollining all activities through pw"ticipation and decision 
making in order to find Ollt the seeds of the present which will make the future. 

As for the present cuhural situation, studies agree that the contemporary Muslim 
individual is characterized by the loss of identity, confusion as to his competence in 
shaping his future and loss of self-confidence regarding his ability to achieve 
scientific and technological superiority over his peers in the rest of the world, Hence, 
he has no character nor identity and suffers from intellectual confusion, cultural 
absence, scientific backwardness and civilizational and human negation. 

Various studies were carried out with a view to formulating a cultural strategy in 
the Islamic World. Nevertheless, no prospective study was carried beforehand. 
Most available studies 'arc characterized by short-term perspective and suffer (rom 
shortcomings in methodology or analysis which become manifested only wheti they 
arc put into practice. 

These shortcomings arc the result of obstacles which the strategy's methodology 
should have overcome in order to achieve the desired objectives, Among these 
obstacles arc the duplication of efforts and the waste of cnergies owing to perpetual 
beginnings from scratch or to the conclusion that all previolls previous achievements 

• 
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in the·cultural field 'arc inadequate. In fact present achievements, although theoretical, 
have their merits in spite of thc imperfections and confusion that characterize them. 
The clearest example of duplication of effOrLS and waste of energies in outdated issues 
is the wish of each institution to be the initiator of any planning, strategy or working 
methodology ill the cultural field in the Islamic World. The same applies to various 
authors and thinkers who present self consciolls and repetitive cultural projects in 

total disregard for the work of others. 

Among other obstacles is the cyclical nature of the adoption of ideas. This cyclical 
approach leads to two other obsatcles: riding the wave withollt prior conviction; and 
imitating otliers. Anyone who wishes to undertake a prospective study of the future 
of culture should be aware of these obstacles and alln himself with patience as well as 

determine his methodology and his thought and be aware of obstacles and traps. 

3. Forecasting the future of culture: 

We should first determine the concept of forecasting; then the prevailing trends in 
the cultural, social and economic situation. We need to determine the concept of 
forecasting in order to highlight its role and the need for it. When we forecast the 
future and investigate the concepts related to the devclopment of the present situation, 
we are not neeessarily fleeing from the present. The representations we have of the 
future are butlalldmark~; aimed at assisting us in avoiding obstacles and in selecting 

the right path with a view to reforming the present in order to pave the way for a 
healthier and better future, 

In order to determine the trends we refer to what the futurib1cs experts forecast in 
terms of mega trends for the next decade. These arc not conjectures or prophesies. 
They are embedded in the accurate analysis of the direction the present situation is 

taking, a comprehensive and profound study of its impact, the changes it has 
witnessed in the near pasl, a conscious k'nowledge of the internal and related factors 
which altogether determine the shape of its development and its possible 
manifestations in the future. Such an analysis is not void of prediction or imagination 
but it involves all aware'ness of and submission to universal laws and regulations. 

Mega tendencies 

We shall rely all two new studies so as not to repeat previous and outdated 
predictions, partieularly that prospective science is highly variable, inconstant and 
innovative, 
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In addition to modernity, and in an endeavour to present complementary points of 
view and to report on recently accomplished studies in the field in order to draw 
lessons therefrom, we present the views of the two largest contemporary schools in 
the field namely, the Anglo-American school and the French school. 

A - The first study is by John Nesbitt and Patricia Aburdene, entitled "Mega 
tendencies 1990-2000, what will change?"(10). Despite the praise and the criticism 
levelled at this study, its authors have the merit of following up most magazines and 
newspapers and analysing political, economic, intellectual and cultural changes and 
the related erises at the various levels. They were also keen to interview many 

experts, businessmen and politicians on probable future developments. 

The result of their work concerning the nineties is the emergence of the following 
mega tendencies: 

1) Deterioration of the world economic order. 
2) Revival of the arts. 
3) Rise of new socialism in eastern block countries. 
4) Universalization of life patterns with the consolidation of cultural 

specificities. 
5) Rising role of the Pacific. 
6) Coll'lpse of the "welfare state" in the West. 
7) Accession of women to government 
8) l3iology age. 
9) Religiolls revival 

10) Triumph of the individual. 

We shall not attempt to explain the causes for each olle of these trends here as the 

purpose of this paper is to direct the researcher in cultural planning to the trends most 
likely to prevail over the next decade ana take stock of what should be undertaken 
before it is too late. 

II - The second study entitled "International Framework: eight mega tendcnc;ies" 
was carried out by Hugue de JouvellcI the administrative director of the Inlernational 
Futuribles Society which is the largest inlernationally acclaimed French school. This 
study has not been published yet and was presented at the futuribles symposium 
organized by the above institution and the UN programme for planning staff in 
Algeria on 22 and 23 May,1990. 
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The eight mega tendencies arc: 

I) Increase ill the world population and doubling of the of the demographic growth 
rate (between 8 and 10 hillion people by the year 2(25). This trcnd leads to four • 
major problems: .,- social alld vocational assimilation of the youlh; 

Demographic old age in illdustrialized countries; 
, 

- worldwide emigration and ils impact in the emergence of multi

cultural and multi-racial societies; 

- Urbanism and thc expansion of cities. 

2) Difliculty ill ensuring fooel security for people particularly in the countries of 

the South. 

3) Spread of illiteracy (one out of every four people in the world is illiterate) and 

the interdependence between poverty and illiteracy. 

4) Crises in the Third World (deterioration of commodities' prices and the debt 

increase). 

5) Global dangers (aggravation of natural and tecllllological catastrophes, increase 

of pollution, spread of desertification due to global wannillg) 

6) Impact of modern technolory (computer science, biotechnology, new materia.ls) • 
on culture. 

7) Rise of the computer scicnce society. This will be acc.pmpallied by three rifts: 

- increasing rift betwecn economic developmenL and the consumption of raw 

materials; 


- rift between money exchange and real economics; 

- rift between economic development and job opportunities (according to the 

author, modern technologies entei'ed all fields to the extent thaL ordered 

goods arc produced immediately according to specifications; thllS, 

companies will increasingly respond to personal needs, and the economy 

wil) turn into a 'global economy). 


8) The l great challenge is cultural and political. 

The researcher concludes that the challenge with which societies will be confronted 

in the future is a culLural and political challenge arising from the tendencies mentioned 

earlier. 
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As we look closely at the results of the'Se two studies, we find that the first study 
based its approach on reading, compiling alld analyzing the news circulated by the 
media amI public opinion institutions. As for the second study, it is based on the 
views of prospective scicncc experts without rccourse to the media nor influence from 
public opinion. Both views arc necessary, that is the one intrinsically linked to 
desired futures as well as the one which is frec [rom all bonels or conditions. 

III order Lo substantiate such s-ludies, at least as far as guiding decision makers and 
planners, we present the summary of tendencies presented by a study commissioned 
by the French ministry of culture and communication in 1978 on cultural policies and 
the choices of society. The study was carried out by the International Futuribles 
Society in Paris and concludes that the [ollowing five tendelleies shall prevail in the 
future: 

1) Populalioll growth 

2) Development of urban space 

3) Increasing dcmand for collective needs 

4) Inercasing non-materialism in the economy 

5) Quick pace of changes and the emergence of the phenomenon of rarity. 

The international experts who participated in the study agree that the world will 
witness transformations in three directions: 

1) A transition from the quanlitative boom to qualitative devcJopment; 

2) Enhancement of human participation in preserving the ruture of the environment; 

3) Radical change in man's perception of himself. 

We believe thal we have presenled anadcquale review of lhe mega tendencies as 
foreseen by inlernational experts. Some o[ lhese tendencies have already oecmed in 
the eighties and may continue throughOlll the nineties and beyond. Nevertheless, we 
should presenl the tel\delleies which we and those interested in the future consider 
likely to prevail in the Islamic World in the coming years. The Islamic World was 

never studied in a comprehensive, scientific and serious way with regards to its future 
perspeelives by a multi-disciplinary team or individuals who care for their religion 

and their nation, despite several isolated allcmpls in many fields. 

Among the tendelleies we feel are likely to prevail arc the perellnial laws set by 
Almighty Allah. These arc no! probable phenomena; they are unchangeable and 
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ever-lasting. Y etthere are other tendencies which shall expand and give rise to other 
prevailing tendencies. These are: 

1) Intensification or the struggle between right and wrong. The enemies of Islam 
and the encmies of justice and freedom shall surround the Muslim individual and 
Ummah. 

2) The Muslim individual and society will return to the original values and 
heritage. They will seek to assert their distinct features and avoid the loss of identity. 

3) Emphasis by Islamic peoples 011 Shma and the beginning or the collapse of 
dictatorshi ps. 

4) Increase in population growth, increase in urban populations and 
overpoplI\;uioll in the suburbs. 

5) Immigration increase and drop in job opportunities at national level as well as 
abroad. 

6) Collapse of the citiz,en's pmcilase power in lhe Islamic world spread of poverty 
and illiteracy. 

7) Enhancement of the informational, intellectual and linguistic campaign, with 
emphasis 011 the elite bencfiLling from the sWtm; qllo with the aim of advocating the 
campaign and defending it. 

8) Increase in reform projects and thwarted allempts to achieve some of them. 

9) Gradual disenchantment with Western civilization and greater desire by Muslim 
peoples to confront the scientific and technological challenge and achieve preeminence 
therein. 

10) disintegration of economic conditions due to high debts. 

11) Possibile outbreak of regional conflicts instigated by racist groups and 
religiously or ideologically hostile groups. 

12) Collapse of many political, economic and educational systems. 

13) Aggravation or challenges and crises. 

14) Continuation of the firm as a stronghold only occasionally affected by the 
influence of Islamic re\,ival. 

15) Increase, although at a slow pace, in the publishing of serious scientific 
studies with a view to overcoming the crisis. 

16) Development of Islamic thought particularly in social sciences in order to 
enable it to face the challenges. 


] 7) Expansion of leisure time versus limited wages and income. 


18) Spread of unemployment among lhe YOllth. 


• 
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19) The Islamie revival: from self assertion to the fonnulation of an alternative 
civilizationai project. 

20) Stronger call for Islamic unity and the emergence of inslilutions for actual 

achievement. 

This is not the place to expound lhese lendeneies. Those inlerested may want to 
refer to the researches and documents of the Algiers symposium on the future of the 
Islamic world (Shawwal 141 m>I/May 1990) organized by the Centre of Islamic 

Future Studies (London), which will SOOI1 be published in book form by the same 

center. 

It seems that the pressure will intensify on the Islamic World. This is not a new 
development; invasions and divisions have affected the Islamic world for more than 

two centurics. Allhough Ihey paralyi'.c lhc Islamic World and shackle it with 
secondary issucs Ilwt lead nowhcre, they Illay also playa stimulaling role and boost 

the encrgies of Ihe Muslim individll:tltilus freeing him from the grasp of dependence 
and backwardenss. 

This state of deterioration will be followed by the rc1inquinshing by various states 
of their responsiblity in tcrms of any social nction in order to spare their efforts and 
gear them towards solving (heir economic woes as a rcsult of soaring debts, reduced 
job opportunitics, hankering for the possession of WC!ltcrn goods, drawing 

inspiratioll rrom Wcstcrn thought, language, culturc and civiliz.ation. This leads to a 

new form of slavery ror Muslims as a result of the need to secure work or hnrd 
currency. This in turn leads to new forms of colonialism o~r protectorate that enable 

the foreign visitor and investor to enjoy freedoms and privileges not enjoyed by the 
indigenolls population. 

Cuilural action programmc for a bcUcr ful.lIrc 

In order to confront the negative effects of the above-mentioned tendencies in the 
ncar future nnrl to beli~fit from their positive aspccts, efforts in the Islami~ 'Y0rld 
should be concentrated ill Ihe following fields: 

- Education and culturallraining to build the cullural identity 

- Protecting tile Muslim individual religiously, scicntilkally, intellectually and 
culturally 

- Nurturing the spirit of challenge and competilion 

• 
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- Nurturing the spirit of perseverance and resistance 

- Nurturing the principles of justice, integrity and the strugglc against tyranny 
and negligence 

- Resistance to consumer models and the phenomenon of dependence • 
- Giving Sharia its proper role in establishing society's laws, systems and life 

patterns. 

- Educate this generation ~lccording to the teachings of the Holy Qur'an and the 
Prophet's Sunna while avoiding excessive zeal as well as ignorance. 

- Refine the spirits of people and urge them to do good for their well-being in 

the hereafter 

- Present the Prophet (PHUH) as the ultimate model 

- Nurture collective spirit and discourage isolationism and individualism 

- Encourage participation in the Islamic civiJizational project. 

These fields arc interconnected and interdependent. To achieve the above 
objectives, we must begin by fighting sluggishness, apathy and the spirit of defeatism 

in facing problems. Similarly, we must not give lip hope after the first attempt. 
These arc basically cultural problems to which should be addcd the fight against 

fanaticism and ignorance ill addition to consolidating commitment to the Holy Dook 
and the Sunna ill sllch a way as to preserve the foundations of Islamic legislation and 
benefit from the offerings of the current era. • 

Those who believe in the separation of learning from-knowledge, science from 
culture and culture from development are Ill:cessarily doomed to failure. And those 
who believe thal development is science becoming culture, that Islam is the Qur'an 
becoming a way of life and that the Prophet Mohammed (PDUII) is our best example 
will necessarily prevail. 

.. 

May Almighty Allah guide LIS Ol1to the right path. 
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Footnotes 

1) Rruworl sur I'ctm de 1« techniquc, published by thc Centrc de Prospective et d'Evaluation, 
French ministry of scientific and technological research and the ministry of indusLrial reconversion 
and foreign trade. Published as a special issue of the journal "Sciences et Tcchniques" of the 
engineers and technicians association ill France at tlle end of 1985, p I I. 

2) There arc several references in Ulis field ,unong which arc: 

'" Initiation :\ la cooperation curopcclllle en recherche et dCvcioppementtcchnologiqllcs, Jacques 
Molinari. Published as I)arl of ule studies of the French CenLre de Prospective et (I'Evaluation, 1990. 

'" Dr. Jacques Robin; QW.!ll!er <I'ere. lie is a doctor in charge of supervising the centre of 
advanced technologictll studies. lie also supervises the French Science and Culture publication. Seuil 
puhlications, 19H9, particularly chapters 2J and 4 related to tlllLural crises and their relation to 
science and technology. 

'\ Jacques Lesourne; ~tion et societe.; LCllcfis d~\Il 2000. He is tlle expert in charge of 
InterfutufUS the famous futllribles project of the OECD. This book is a detailed and accurate report 
sllblllilled to the French minister of education; permission for publication was granted in 1988. 

'" Lc monde V\l d'EJ.!!QllSC is the report of Ule conference on forecasling the European future held in 
Paris. April 1987. Published hy the CPE. Paris 1989. 

* J:.l!.!3mC 1225. FAST RallQtl: published by tlle Europc'<lII COllllllunity in two vast volumes and 
presented in abridged form in a book )lublbhed by the Internalional Futuribles Society, December 
1983. 

'" "Entrer (I'IIIS Ie XXIc siecle; prepared hy the French secretnrial for planning. It is a reporl by a 
group of experts on the cultural and civilizational system whieh monitors the French [uture and 
identity. Puhlished by Ul De.couverte, Paris, Seplember 1990. 

3) This issue was persistently raised al tlle symposium "Science and Culture in the 21st Century: 
Programllle for Survival" which was organized hy UNESCO in Vancouver, Canada from 10 to 15 

September 1989. The author of this re1ican.::h paper translalcd an imporl:lIlt paper entitled "The 
Fusion of Science and Culture - The Key to the 21 sl Century" presenled hy Dr. AI-Mehdi 
AI-Manjara ~It the s<lid symposium. Published in "AI-Mustaqhal AI-Arabi" journal, iS1iue 136, JUlie 
1990. 

The same isslle was raised at UNESCO's symposiulII held in Paris frolll 1410 16 June,1989 on 
"Science and Technology in the Service of the Fulure". Abslracts were published in Impnel 
magazine. issue 155/1989 published by UNESCO. The same issue includes a very inleresling study 
elltitled "Is Science part of Culture?" pp291-305, by the Soviel expert Yladim ir Petrovich 
Zelltcheknew, member of the Science Academy ill the Soviet Union. member of lhe American 
Academy of ArL'i and Sciences and founding presidenl of the Institulion of Mnll. 
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4) For more information 011 the ideas of Prigorine and his cOllcept of science, see "Science, 
Civilization and Democracy: valucs. systems, structures and rclations", :World Culture issue 44, 
January 1989, pp7-26. 

5) See the abovc mentioncd article by Dr. AI-Manjma, p.17 

6) op cit 

7) Sec the special isslIc of Futnriblcs journal publishcd by the Intcrnational Futuriblcs Society, 
Scptcmber-October. 1978. issuc 17 whith includcs thc researchcs of UIC aforemcntioned study. 

8) 11m Mandhollr; Li.ss.i!n AI-Arilb. Dar Sader puhlishing honse, llcirut. volumc 9,pp 171-172. 

9) AI-Fniruz Ahadi; AI-QillnQus AI-Muhil. Arrisala institution, first cdition, 1986, p 1065. 

to) 10hll NaishiLL. Patricia Abunlel1c, "MEGA TENDENCIES, 1990-2000: Ce qui va changer", 
First <1oClIrlleIlL<;. 1990. 
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